Women’s Health Mammography

IMPORTANCE
OF VISUAL
CHECKS
BEFORE
MAMMOGRAMS
Mammographers
are a criticial link
between the
patient and
radiologist in
breast
examinations
By Olive Peart M.S., R.T.(R)(M)

I

n recent years there has been a lot of debate about the
role of the mammographer with regard to examining
the patient’s breast. There are in fact two types of
breast examination — the clinical breast examination
(CBE) and the breast self-examination (BSE). Both of these
are now controversial with many organizations including
The American Cancer Society (ACS) and The Journal of
the American Medical Association (JAMA),1 suggesting
that breast exams, either from a medical provider or
self-exams by the patient, are no longer recommended.
Mammographers are not clinicians and therefore they
cannot conduct a clinical breast examination. However,
the mammographer is often the only link between the
patient and the radiologist. The information that the
mammographer does or does not convey can aid in
diagnosis and the action, or lack of action, which can
have repercussions.

Patient Communication

In addition to performing the actual mammogram, the
mammographer needs to be a compassionate and
skilled communicator. The aim is for the patient to have
a pleasant experience that will be more likely to ensure
compliance either with follow-up studies or the annual
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examination. The key is communication. Communication
can be listening, encouraging comments or face-to-face
questions. These face-to-face questions can be vital. The
mammographer must communicate with the patient before,
during and after the examination. Communication can
give the mammographer a chance to educate the patient,
alleviate fear or anxiety, clarify misconceptions or identify
sensitive breasts and the reason for the sensitivity. All this
can help the patient relax, which in turn will allow easier
positioning. Communication is also the means by which
the mammographer conducts a patient clinical history
interview and collects the data that must be conveyed to
the radiologist.
This interview should be as informal as possible and
include not just a breast examination, but a visual inspection
and check of the breast as well. Many facilities now
incorporate this clinical history in the form of a history sheet
that is stored digitally with each patient’s medical records.
This clinical history can be vital. A published study found
that radiologists who usually or always referred to the
clinical history when interpreting screening mammograms
have a lower false-positive rate, especially with younger
women and women with denser breasts.2
Any clinical history information should include the following:

• Documentation on any family or personal
history of breast cancer. Family history
generally refers to close relatives such as
mother, sisters or grandmother.
A strong family history can
indicate a higher than
normal risk factor for
breast cancer.
• History of breast surgery. All
biopsies, lumpectomies,
augmentations or reductions
should be documented.
The mammographer should be
careful to collect
accurate data. For example,
a lumpectomy should only be
documented if the patient had
a cancerous lesion removed.
Biopsies should not
be confused with
lumpectomies, and if the
result of the biopsies are
available this should be
noted. Documentation should
include the date of each
surgical procedure.
• History of breast trauma. Past
breast trauma can result in a
hematoma that could present
as a palpable lump.
Documentation can avoid
unnecessary follow-up studies.
In addition to completing the
clinical history the mammographer
needs to perform a visual check
of the breast. This is not a breast
examination but a check for any
abnormality that can aid the
radiologist in diagnosis.3 The
following should be documented:
• Any skin thickening. Skin
thickening could be
localized or involving the entire
breast, and can indicate an
underlying pathology but
does not necessarily indicate
breast cancer.
• Unusual lumps. If the lump is
palpable it should be marked
with the correct localization
marker. If the patient reports
a lump it should be marked
regardless of whether the
mammographer feels it or not.
• Dimpling or puckering of the
breast skin.
Pulling in on the skin can
indicate an underlying lesion
and should be documented.
• Any moles, eczema or ulcers
on the breast.
It is important to mark skin
lesions as these can project
into breast tissue, mimicking
or masking a pathology.
• Any nipple changes. The

mammographer needs to
confirm any sudden changes
to the patient’s nipple that
could indicate an underlying pathology.

• Any accessory breast tissues
or nipple.
Accessory tissue is most
commonly seen in the axillary

ACR Updates Practice Parameters
for Skin Marking in Mammography
Facilities should require consistent use of radiographically
distinct markers to indicate palpable areas of concern,
skin lesions, and surgical scars.1
A consistent skin marking protocol using distinct shapes for marking areas of
interest on the breast provides clear and immediate communication, helps
reduce questions and misinterpretation of findings, and spares the patient
from unnecessary additional views and/or call-backs.

“I am pleased to see the stronger wording regarding
the use and documentation of breast skin markers
for important clinical findings.”
– Michael Linver, MD, FACR

The right marker for the right application
for the right technology
Beekley Medical® has been helping breast imaging facilities standardize
communication and documentation of important mammographic
landmarks for years.
As technology has evolved, so have our markers to ensure the clearest
visualization of underlying tissue detail with minimal artifact.

Learn more about the specific usage of the shape communication
system in accordance with the ACR’s newest recommendations.
Call 1-800-233-5539 • Email info@beekley.com • Visit www.beekley.com
Visit www.beekley.com for product safety information
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area but can occur elsewhere.
Accessory tissue can
potentially develop breast
cancer and should be
documented.
It is important that the mammographer
identify moles, keratosis, skin tags or
surgical scars on the skin surface and
note the location of palpable lumps. The
nipple should be marked especially when
it is not imaged in profile. In such cases
the nipple can be mistaken for a lesion.
Marking the nipple is also valuable when
calculating distances to or from a lesion for
localization purposes. The best method of
identifying lesions on the skin surface or in
the breast is with the use of non-metallic
markers. In this scenario, any radiologist
viewing the images, anywhere in the world,
can easily identify lesions either in the
breast or on the skin surface.4,5

Marking System

62-year-old female patient presenting for 3D screening mammogram. Location of an indeterminate low-density circumscribed
mass was not clearly determined as at the skin line or just under
the surface.

42-year-old female patient presenting a yearly routine screening
mammogram in 3D. Right CC shows an opacity in the anterior
aspect of the breast in the retroareolar area.
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Upon call-back, circular mole markers were used to mark all
moles on the breast, immediately identifying the suspicious
finding as a skin mole.

Upon call-back, a pellet marker was placed on the nipple and
nipple in profile view was taken, confirming opacity seen on the
prior 3D mammogram was the nipple superimposed over the anterior aspect of the breast.

Another consideration is the
standardization of the marking system. All
mammography facilities should develop a
standard marking system protocol using
commercially produced skin markers. A
skin lesion should be clearly identified
and differentiated from a palpable lesion.
There have been reports of false-negative
interpretation because of poor or
non-standardized marking system. In a
reported case, the mammographer used a
small round pellet “BB” marker placed on
the skin to indicate a palpable lump. The
radiologist assumed that the pellet “BB”
marked a skin lesion that resulted in a
false-negative interpretation.6
A survey taken in 2017 showed that
there has been progress made in the
standardization among mammography
facilities regarding the shapes that are
used to visually communicate the location
of the nipple, palpable masses, postsurgical scars, raised moles and areas of
concern. Findings show:
• 97 percent of facilities reported
using a line-shaped skin marker to
mark scars;
• 93 percent used a pellet for a
nipple marker;
• 93 percent used a circle for raised skin
lesions; and
• 67 percent used a triangle for 		
palpable masses.
The most variance of protocols occurred
within the shape used to mark “areas of
concern” with a mix between a square (18
percent) and a triangle
(41 percent). The suggested industry use is
a triangle for all palpable masses, and the
square for non-palpable areas of concern/
points of pain.5
Improving standardization can lead to

Skin Marking System for Mammography

Improving standardization can
lead to fewer misinterpretations
with resultant lawsuits and
can reduce confusion when a
patient travels and takes images
to different facilities.
fewer misinterpretations with resultant lawsuits and
can reduce confusion when a patient travels and
takes images to different facilities.6
Although the marking system is becoming more
standardized, it is still important to note that skin
markers should be used appropriately to avoid incorrect
interpretation. A general standardization is the use of a
thin radiopaque line to mark scars. A small lead-free or
non-metallic pellet “BB” is used to indicate the nipple. A
circular radiopaque “O” is used to indicate a skin lesion
such as a mole and a radiopaque triangle is used to
indicate a palpable abnormality.4,5
In addition to placing a marker on the breast there
should be corresponding documentation in the
patient clinical history. The dual documentation will
reduce the risk of errors and avoid potential lawsuits.

Accurate Documentation

As the link between the radiologist and the patient,
the mammographer should provide accurate

documentation of any abnormalities on or in the breast.
The mammographer should also perform a visual
inspection of the breast in the course of documenting
the clinical history. All information obtained must be
recorded. And while the clinical history sheet will
be available to the interpreting radiologist, this may
not travel with the patient’s images when the patient
goes elsewhere for treatment. Documentation should
therefore be both on the patient’s breast for lasting
visibility on images and clinical documentation for the
patient’s medical records. itn
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